
Hello, 

This is to go with Thomas Wheeler’s presentation. 
I don’t know the newest terminology for what we used to call Competencies and Key 
Skills but I doubt these have changed much in the new documents. So for what it is 
worth, in the old document this work shop will deal with: 
 Kindergarten 

A. Know appropriate art media, methods and tools, and the artistic problem 
solving processes.  
The learner will: 

1. Use a variety of media to draw and paint. 
2. Use scissors and glue with control. 
3. Use a variety of processes to connect and combine materials. 

 
And, 
      B. Recognize and successfully employ the elements and principles of design. 
           The learner will: 

1. Identify and draw different kinds of lines (straight, curved, angular, broad          
and narrow.) 

 
I have included cartoon licenses for pencil, scissors and paintbrush. You may use them or 
create your own. Briefly what I did was make pencil marks of various types as mentioned 
in B, using various pencils (2B, Ebony etc.).  I would then copy that sheet so that each 
student had one available , I then asked them to work until they could do each line 
accurately. When the student believed that they could succeed they then demonstrated 
their skill for me and received their license! The same with the paint brush, I used 
different brushes, and made a variety of strokes passed the students cake tempera and 
they practiced until they believed they had the skill and with demonstration earned their 
Paint brush license!  
 
I did not do these sheets for you because we all have access to different pencils and 
brushes, dependent on budgets. I would suggest labeling on your student resource sheet, 
(i.e. a mark and ebony pencil, or stroke and yellow brush) yes the K- kid cannot read, yet 
the label is surprisingly useful! 
 
We will do scissors together! I do strongly urge each of you to learn to cut with your 
wrong hand! (Left for righties and right for lefties) It is amazing how many teachers have 
left handed scissors that do not work and they have no idea because they never use them! 
I actually got in trouble because I threw away several pair that did not work! 
 
Some books that have been great resources for me: The Great International Paper 
Airplane Book by Jerry Mander, George Dippel and Howard Gossage; Meaning in 
Children’s Art by Edward Mattil and Betty Marzan and Drawing; a Contemporary 
Approach  by Claudia Betti and Teal Sale. Also while I tend to reject the limitations we 
Art teachers derived from “Bauhaus”, I will say Design and Form: The Basic Course at 
the Bauhaus by Johannes Itten, continues to be a source of inspiration, whether my 
thought comes because of/or in reaction too! So use it! 
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